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IntroductionIntroduction

• Earth’s climate subject to “natural” (unforced) variability

- range of time scales

- regionally dependent

• Superimposed on anthropogenically-forced warming

⇒ transient cooling may occur despite warming trend

• How frequent are such events given

- magnitude of warming trend

- length of interval 

- region considered    ?



“The climate system will also exhibit long 

timescale internally generated variability 

during the 21st century which may either 

enhance or retard the forced climate change 

locally and globally. Both forced and 

internally generated components must be 

considered in climate forecasts for the next 

decade or decades.”

- Boer, 2009, Decadal potential 

predictability of 21st 

century climate, submitted 



Decadal PredictionDecadal Prediction

• Smith et al.

Science (2007)

“We present a new modeling system that predicts both internal 

variability and externally forced changes and hence forecasts 
surface temperature with substantially improved skill 

throughout a decade, both globally and in many regions”



Decadal PredictionDecadal Prediction

• Smith et al.

Science (2007)

“Our system predicts that internal variability will partially 

offset the anthropogenic global warming signal for the next 
few years”



Decadal PredictionDecadal Prediction

• Keenlyside et al.

Nature (2008)

“…we make the following forecast: over the next decade, the 

current Atlantic meridional overturning circulation will weaken 
to its long-term mean; moreover, North Atlantic SST and 

European and North American surface temperatures will cool 

slightly”



Decadal PredictionDecadal Prediction

• Keenlyside et al.

Nature (2008)

“Our results suggest that global surface temperature may not 

increase over the next decade, as natural climate variations 
in the North Atlantic and tropical Pacific temporarily offset the 

projected anthropogenic warming.”

• Keenlyside et al.

Nature (2008)



ApproachApproach

• Diagnose probability PN  that the next N-year mean 
<TN>m+1 will be cooler than the preceding N-year mean 
<TN>m

• CMIP5 ensemble: B2, A1B scenarios

• Consider both regionally and globally 

• Compare with results from autoregressive model



Conceptual frameworkConceptual framework

• Consider probability density p(∆TN) for the difference

between successive N-year means

• If p(∆TN) is Gaussian then  p ∝ exp -

• Then cooling probability PN is the conditional 

probability that ∆TN < 0:
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Results from the CMIP3 ensembleResults from the CMIP3 ensemble

• Consider years 2000-2099

- B1 scenario:    20 models, 48 runs, 4800 years

- A1B scenario: 12 models, 12 runs, 1200 years

• ∆T trends “reasonably” uniform

over 21st century



Results from the CMIP3 ensembleResults from the CMIP3 ensemble

• Consider years 2000-2099

- B1 scenario:    20 models, 48 runs, 4800 years

- A1B scenario: 12 models, 12 runs, 1200 years

• ∆T trends “reasonably” uniform

over 21st century

approximately linear trendsapproximately linear trends
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A1B A1B 

MultiMulti--model average model average PN
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How well can How well can PN be predicted be predicted 

from from ∆TN & & σN ??

• Recall

• PN depends solely on ∆ TN / σσN

which applies for a Gaussian pdf

PN = = p(∆TN)d(∆TN)⌠⌠
⌡⌡--∞∞

00

= = [1 + [1 + erferf( ( --∆ TN / σσN√2)]1

2 (1)



MultiMulti--model model PN (B1)(B1)
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Direct calculationDirect calculation



MultiMulti--model model PN (A1B)(A1B)
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Application to global mean temperaturesApplication to global mean temperatures

• Apply same analysis to model annual global means:

A1BB1

0%0.0840.2611.3%0.0710.16410

4.8%0.0840.12816.2%0.0810.0815

PNσσN∆ TNPNσσN∆ TNN
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ConclusionsConclusions

• Next-pentad/decade cooling

- most likely in N Atl, Southern Ocean

N Europe, NW  North America

- least likely in  tropical Ind, Atl, Pac ITCZ

Maritime Continent, W tropical S America          

& Africa, Arabian Peninsula

• Global cooling episode in present/future climate appears

- “not too unlikely” for N=5 (PN ~ 5-10%)

- exceptionally unlikely for N=10 (PN < 1%) 

• PN can be estimated from ∆TN, σσN

• Statistics of successive differences vs N being explored 
with AR models

~



To doTo do

• Examine whether results consistent between 2001-2050 
and 2051-2100 (approximate linearity of trend OK?)

• Apply AR(1) analysis to global means, 2D fields

• Scalings for σN, PN vs a, σε

• Use conditional probabilities to enhance predictability, e.g. 
if the previous decade was anomalously warm (above 
trend), to what extent is PN enhanced?
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• Scalings for σN, PN vs a, σε

• Use conditional probabilities to enhance predictability, e.g. 
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Observed global mean TObserved global mean T

• Consider years 1969-2008

- 8 pentads

- 4 decades

GISS HadCRUT3
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Modeled Modeled vsvs Observed global mean TObserved global mean T
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⇒⇒ rate of warming similar to B1, but less variability (rate of warming similar to B1, but less variability (espesp decadal)decadal)



Decadal predictability in a warming Decadal predictability in a warming 

climateclimate

• Boer & Lambert (GRL, 2008): 

“Traditional” predictability of N-

year means (potentially 

predictable variance fraction) for 

control climate

• Boer (2009):                                  

Next-decade predictability     

(N=10) in presence of            

forced trend



Decadal predictability in a warming Decadal predictability in a warming 

climateclimate

• Boer & Lambert (GRL, 2008): 

“Traditional” predictability of N-

year means (potentially 

predictable variance fraction) for 

control climate




